
[Opening Slide] Greetings and thanks
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The local and regional areas have to be contextualized by whatwas happening in Queensland.
We find in the 1880s, when the Sunnybank urban and ruralconstruction takes off, that Queensland colonial governmenthave sent their agents across England and Scotland, to places,like the towns and villages of Essex, as mentioned in this 1882newspaper article.
Primarily, Queensland is looking for English and Scottish farmersand farm labourers as migrants.
A few hundred of them will find their way to the Sunnybankarea from the 1880s to the beginning of World War I.
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From 1901, the start Australian Federation, and Australia as anation, immigration was defined by the White Australia policy.The policy has a complex and lengthy history . A few significantfacts should be mentioned:
In 1901 the Constitution denied citizenship and voting rights toAboriginal People, Asians and Africans.
The Immigration Restriction Act is first act of FederalParliament. It prohibited migration of non-Europeans. The Actallows exclusion of any immigrant who fails a dictation test in aEuropean language.
After the Immigration Restriction Act is passed, Queenslandbegins expelling Melanesian workers. By 1906, three quartershave been deported.
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Many of the major land-owners in the Sunnybank District weremigrants from the United Kingdom who were passing through ina stage of their life journey.
For example, we see here a former Scottish migrant, CharlesWeston Davidson, a soldier in the Maori Wars, which took placefrom 1845 to 1872.
From New Zealand, he arrived in Queensland and worked as asenior warder on St Helena Island.
He takes up land in Sunnybank, but also resided in Toowoombaand Redcliffe.
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In contrast to a very different life, we have this story of anextended Welsh family who came to Kuraby in 1929, or thereabout. The significance of this story is the family members ofmigrants left behind. In this particular case, the wife was to joinher husband later in Queensland, joining her husband’s Welshmigrant father, mother, brothers and sisters.
The wife decided she did not want to emigrate. She had her ownemployment. Subsequently the couple divorced.
The story represents a whole range of different circumstanceswhere migration divides families. The same sense of losthappens with internal migration, but with overseas migrationthere can be a deeper experience of isolation within the adoptedlocal area.
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In contrast, the migrant experience can be more established inthe local area.
English migrants, traditionally in Australia, were quickly adoptedin local areas as natural Australian citizens.
Prior to World War II, there was a cultural outlook thatAustralians were British citizens, and England was “thehomeland”.
English was the official language, thus it was the culture. Evenmigrants from Scotland or Wales were considered, to somedegree, exotic with Gallic accents.
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Irish migrants also have had a history of cultural discriminationwithin the Anglo-centric British Commonwealth.
However, the Irish migrant community did have the advantagein Queensland of being one of the largest groupings withfavourable political representation in Labour Governments andparts of the public service.
The Irish migrant Catholic Brisbane Archbishop, James Duhig,also held considerable political influence.
The local migrant picture, so far described, existed up to the late1940s.
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The famous Australian comic novel of 1957 had the title of “They're aWeird Mob”. The message of the novel, and later the Australiancinematic film in 1966, is the tension between
-- the expectations for Post-World War Eastern and Southern Europeanmigrant to assimilate to the ‘Australian Way of Life’ and
-- the fact that migrants were now starting to change the ‘Australian Wayof Life’ into a modern cosmopolitan experience.
We see something of the same message in this Sunday Mail piece. It isabout a farm dog in Acacia Ridge who has multi-linguistic ability.
The journalist claims that the dog understands commands in threedifferent languages because its owners were local Italian and Polishmigrants.
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The message about the expectation of migrants to assimilateinto the established activities and traditions of the localcommunity came in the period of early 1950s with the largestinflux of a single ethnic grouping into the local area.
I am referring to the arrival of 75 Dutch families who hademigrated as part of the building of the Coopers Plains publichousing commission estate, in a precinct that became known asBanoon.
The Dutch migrant community represented a quarter of the 300house estate, which was probably the biggest migrant conclavein the Sunnybank region at the time.
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Let me conclude with the words of the Queensland Governor,Sir Matthew Nathan, which comes from speech he delivered inSunnybank in 1922.
In his words, in seeking to provide overseas refugees support,
“Australia [is] desirous of showing herself to be one of the greatnations of the world, having a wide charity unchecked by selfishviews and untrammeled by vain prejudices.”
Think about that as you pass below the Nathan ridge on yourexclusion today.
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